
Intuition in 
UI design
Designing for Intuition: 

Strategies for User-Centered UI Design



What Does Intuitive Mean?
"The power or faculty of attaining to direct knowledge or cognition without 
evident rational thought and inference"

- Definition of intuition according to Merriam Webster dictionary. (2023, April 
30). 

“A technical system is, in the context of a certain task, intuitively usable while 
the particular user is able to interact effectively, not consciously using 
previous knowledge.” 

- Intuitive Use of User Interfaces (IUUI) research group. An interdisciplinary 
team of researchers who explore how to define intuitive use and 
interfaces.



Intuition in design
Intuition

Physical Cultural



Advantages of Physical Intuition
● We use our most basic cognitive skills when we interact with the physical 

environment.

● Our learning curve is practically flat.

● We do not forget how to perform interactions when we use skills from the 

physical environment.

● Accessible across different cultures.



Limitations of Cultural Intuition
● We do not have the constant reminder from the physical world.

● We cannot be certain that users from all cultures know how to interact 

when the interaction is built on certain experiences from the cultural 

environment.

● We might have to spend some effort learning new cultural knowledge if 

we are unfamiliar with the symbols used.



Intuition in design
⇨  The user instantly knows what to do without much mental effort



The classic door example
[3]
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What comes first?
Intuition or design
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What comes first?
Intuition or design

Image from education.davidspencer.ca/wiki/Computer_Keyboarding_Skills



How is intuitive design good?



How is intuitive design good?
"Good design exploits constraints so that the user 
feels as if there is only one possible thing to do 
— the right thing"

– Don Norman

Image from https://designlab.ucsd.edu/don-norman-interview/



How is intuitive design good?

Ylirisku, S., & Arvola, M. (2018). Varieties of Goodness in Design. In P. Vermaas & S. Vial (Eds.), Philosophy of Design: An 
Exploration (pp. 51–70). Springer.

[4]



How is intuitive design good?
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How is intuitive design good?
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No universal intuition
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No universal intuition

Hamburger menu. (Image source: uxdesign.cc)



No universal intuition



Universally intuitive design?



Universally intuitive design?
"It has been claimed that the use of a computer’s 
mouse is intuitive. Yet it is far from that.” 
– Jeff Raskin

[5]



Universally intuitive design?
[5]
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(Nearly) universally intuitive design?



(Nearly) universally intuitive design?
1. Who is my user and what is his/her previous experience with related 

products?

[6]
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(Nearly) universally intuitive design?
2. What is the current state of the art?

[6]



Affordance



Affordance
“… the perceived or actual properties of the thing, primarily those 
fundamental properties that determine just how the thing could possibly be 
used… A chair affords (’is for’) support and therefore affords sitting. A chair 
can also be carried. Glass is for seeing through, and for breaking.” 

- Norman 2013

[1]



Affordance
Also…

“so they took the closest existing word—affordance. Soon designers were
saying such things as, “I put an affordance there,” to describe why
they displayed a circle on a screen to indicate where the person
should touch, whether by mouse or by finger. “No,” I said, “that is not
an affordance. That is a way of communicating where the touch
should be.”

- Norman 2013



Affordance/Signifiers
Use visual cues and skeuomorphism 
(derivative objects) to convey the 
functionality of buttons and elements, 
helping users understand their purpose.

[1]



Lets play a game!











Hierarchy in UI
- Why do we need a hierarchy in design?
- Balance is needed

- Too shallow hierarchy = Overwhelming options
- Too tall hierarchy = Feeling lost

- Two types of hierarchy in UI design
- Visual hierarchy

- How to navigate the current visible interface
- Navigational hierarchy

- How to navigate between different interfaces of the application



Visual Hierarchy
- Order of importance
- Relationships between elements
- Where do you look first?
- (Simplified) Components of Visual 

Hierarchy
- Size
- Color
- Contrast
- Consistency
- Proximity
- Whitespace

- Natural reading order
- Left to right, top to bottom (for 

English speakers)



How do we use Visual Hierarchy?
- Too tall = Higher chance of getting lost
- Too shallow = Overwhelming number of options



Intuitive Color
Colors can have a cognitive impact on users, 
influencing their emotions, decision-making, 
and understanding of the interface. By 
using colors appropriately, the design can 
enhance the user experience, making it 
more intuitive, engaging, and memorable.

[2]



Discoverability
Features should be easy to 
discover, with essential functions 
accessible from the home screen 
or through simple navigation.

[1]



Explorability
Encourage users to explore the UI by ensuring a safe, straightforward 
navigation experience and easy access to familiar areas (e.g., home screen).

[1]



Responsiveness
Provide immediate feedback to user actions, reinforcing the sense of 
interaction and control. For example, ChatGPT immediately starts spitting out 
text unlike Bard.

[1]



What is wrong with this?
Examples…







Navigation Hierarchy



Parallels with Reality



Navigational Hierarchy
- Rules of thumb

- Like with hierarchies in design in general:
- Not too shallow - too many options
- Not too tall - lost sense of location

Too tall Too shallow

[7]



Navigational Hierarchy
- Rules of thumb

- Lower levels of the hierarchy should be logically related to higher levels

[8]



Navigational Hierarchy
- Rules of thumb

- Forward navigation = More specific page
- Lateral navigation = Equally important page
- Backward navigation = Less specific page

[7]



Parallels with Reality



Caveat
- Intuition is not the same for everyone
- Test with actual users!



Can You Find The Following?
From the website https://www.art.yale.edu/, find

-information about teaching assistant positions.

-information on the course called "Isms and wasms"

-how much is the tuition?

-list of photography alumni of 2012

-academic regulations



Unintuition Android App
https://github.com/shzhe02/intuition/releases/tag/v1.0.0
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